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Forecast models are routinely run at convection-permitting resolution, specifically in the United Kingdom, where
the Met Office UK 1.5km model (referred to as the UKV) is run several times a day to provide a 36-hour forecast
to the public. At this resolution, individual convective storms are expected to be resolved, but comparisons with
surface rain-rate observations from the Met Office radar network still reveal substantial errors in the timing and
characteristics of these storms. In this study, we evaluate the Met Office model at horizontal resolutions of 1.5km,
500m, 200m, and 100m, against rainfall-radar observations and we analyse the model sensitivity to the mixing
length in the Smagorinski sub-grid mixing scheme, microphysical parameterisation of graupel and ice, and vertical
resolution.

Using a storm-identification and tracking algorithm, the models are evaluated in a Lagrangian framework.
The life cycle of convective storms in the UKV and rainfall-radar data is presented in terms of storm-average
rain rate and storm area, which indicates a typical life cycle in the models with little variation compared to
observations. Analysis of the fate of newly initiated storms indicates existence of rapid early intensification in
observations that does not appear in the models, whilst modeled storms go through fewer break-up and merger
events and have a longer life time. Finally, the findings from the Lagrangian framework are used to interpret model
evaluation results of rainfall on a catchment-area basis, or an Eulerian framework.


